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abstr aC t
The hilltop at the intersection of Fifth and Hospital Streets in Richmond, Virginia, served as the 
city’s primary burial ground for enslaved and free blacks from 1816 through emancipation, making 
it one of the longest- serving and most populous burial grounds of its kind in the nation. The site’s 
early history and active use show its profound role in the lives of the city’s African American residents 
as well as intimate connections with resident whites buried in adjoining cemeteries. Yet today the 
burial ground stands as the site of an abandoned gas station, its historic core unrecognized like so 
many other smaller burial grounds for the enslaved elsewhere. By tracing the process of obliteration 
at Richmond’s “second African Burial Ground,” this article illustrates how those in power— in this 
case a New South coalition of government officials, city engineers, and private developers— worked 
to truncate the highly charged memorial landscape related to human remains. The loss of this im-
mense burial ground, untouched in the scholarly literature until now, underscores how essential the 
landscape and even human bodies are for the maintenance of social space and memory. As this site 
continues to face threats by roadway and railway projects and a proposed auction, it poses a key chal-
lenge to the concept of material “integrity” at the heart of federal preservation guidelines that have 
placed such properties at a disadvantage. As descendants and activists work to reclaim this burial 
ground without benefit of archaeological discoveries, the historic importance of its destruction may 
offer one of its few ways forward.

Atop a hillside just north of downtown Rich-
mond, Virginia, an abandoned automobile ser-
vice station sits on a lonely lot (Figure 1). The 
master architectural survey form at the state’s 
Department of Historic Resources describes 
“Talley’s Auto Center” as a one- story, four- bay 
masonry building composed of brick and con-
crete block. Constructed in 1960, this structure 
faces a paved driveway on a parcel at the north-
east intersection of Fifth and Hospital Streets. 
Railroad tracks run along the bottom of its hill; 
Interstate 64 cuts across its eastern edge. When 
the staff of the Department of Historic Resources 
conducted their assessment of the site in 2011, 
they concluded that the property should not be 

considered eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places. “There is no known association 
with important people or events and the resource 
is a typical example of this time period in the City 
of Richmond,” the survey declared, and “the re-
source does not have the potential to yield fu-
ture information.” As late as 2016, the survey of 
the property was updated only to confirm these 
mundane findings.1

Readers of the survey as well as travelers 
passing by Fifth Street would miss the extraor-
dinary significance of the ground beneath Tal-
ley’s Auto Center. The site served as the principal 
burial ground for the city’s African Americans, 
enslaved and free, from 1816 through 1879. This 
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population made up half the city’s residents, con-
ducting their lives in the shadow of one of the 
nation’s largest slave markets. These residents 
shouldered war when Richmond became the 
capital of the Confederacy, and they would con-
tend with the forefront of postwar Lost Cause 
mythmaking following emancipation. Evidence 
suggests over twenty- one thousand interments 
took place in the site’s initial two acres and its 
eventual hillside overruns throughout these 
years, making it one of the largest and longest- 
serving burial grounds for enslaved blacks in 
the nation. Treated as sacred by its people, the 
burial ground offered a ritual space for public 
mourning, and for a time it inscribed the African 
American presence on the landscape in a way few 
other sites could. At the same time, its history 
was entwined with two adjoining burial grounds 
for whites— the privately owned Hebrew Ceme-
tery and the municipally owned Shockoe Hill 
Cemetery, both of which remain recognized and 
celebrated today.

But following war and emancipation in 1865, 
the once- titled “African” burial ground was sub-
ject to a series of assaults on the part of white 
authorities that served to erase the ground’s place 

in public memory. First, the deliberate explo-
sion of a gunpowder magazine there unearthed 
many of the field’s buried remains, and the con-
struction of new magazines displaced more. The 
continued predation of grave robbers seeking ana-
tomi cal specimens for medical schools further 
undermined the site. Later, as the city moved to 
close the still- active graveyard in the 1870s, en-
gineers ran streets through it and used its bones 
and bodies for fill. Then a viaduct project on one 
end opened graves to the curiosity of passersby. 
At the turn of the century, the city delivered 
sections of the ground to the local Jewish com-
munity for the expansion of Hebrew Cemetery. 
The site’s definitive destruction took place in the 
1950s when the city converted one corner of the 
old graveyard into a dog pound before selling off 
the rest to the Sun Oil Company for the service 
station that would become Talley’s Auto Cen-
ter. Throughout the process, African American 
voices protested the violations to no avail. Their 
voices eventually turned to similarly threatened 
cemeteries in an effort to ward off the continua-
tion of the destruction elsewhere. “The tangible 
past is altered mainly to make history conform 
with memory,” geographer David Lowenthal has 

Figure 1. View of the 
northeast corner of Fifth 
and Hospital Streets in 
Richmond, Virginia, as 
it appears today. Talley’s 
Auto Center stands in the 
left of the frame while 
Interstate 64 rises in the 
distance. Photograph by 
Ryan K. Smith, 2017.
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observed, and Richmond’s white leaders had no 
use for such memories. Amid the New South 
rush to champion a heroic Confederate past and 
an exclusively white polity, the burial ground was 
not, as some would say, abandoned— it was ac-
tively destroyed. The loss of this immense burial 
ground underscores how essential the landscape 
and even human bodies are for the maintenance 
of social space and memory. We are left with the 
unrecognized shell of Talley’s Auto Center today 
and a long- forgotten history.2

A similar litany of degradations, including the 
eventual fall from public memory, can be found 
at innumerable graveyards of enslaved and freed 
people across the nation, to say nothing of the 
vandalism visited upon later Jim Crow– era ceme-
teries. Among urban centers, examples abound 
at Portsmouth in New Hampshire, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Charleston, Nashville, Dallas, and in 
Norfolk, Petersburg, and Alexandria in Virginia, 
in addition to a host of other cities. Those few 
that have survived tend, like Savannah’s Laurel 
Grove South, to be formally attached to white 
municipal cemeteries as segregated sections, 
but even these sections have frequently required 
distinct energies for their preservation. Many 
early burial grounds for whites also fell victim 
to what Dell Upton has described as “the frenzy 
of urban expansion,” but the widespread, con-
sistent destruction of African American graves 
points to a particular pattern of devaluation and 
discrimination.3

Even so, as cultural geographer Kenneth 
Foote has shown, the process of “obliteration” at 
sites of tragedy can never be complete. The oblit-
eration of a meaningful site relies on improvisa-
tion, not convention, and hence the process must 
remain unfinished. Further, just as the physical 
landscape itself is entailed in the act of forget-
ting, it can also present openings for the recov-
ery of memory. The scholar Elizabethada Wright 
has shown that graveyards’ particular blend of 
the symbolic and the material creates unique 
openings for memories to become manifest. “As 
a physical place and a spiritual space,” she ob-
serves, “the cemetery confuses the symbolic and 
physical to allow memories forgotten in other lo-
cations to survive— often silently.” Increasingly 

the presence of human remains gives special im-
petus to these sites’ recovery.4

The case of New York City’s African Burial 
Ground presents the most striking example of 
recovery. When a federal construction project in 
lower Manhattan unearthed remains from the 
lost eighteenth- century “Negros Burial Ground” 
in 1991, public outcry led the General Services 
Administration to commission a full- scale study 
of the exposed site. Historic maps had recorded 
the location of the burial ground, but it was the 
uncovering of actual human remains that gal-
vanized action. The ensuing analysis of more 
than 419 burials (among an estimated fifteen 
thousand) has yielded tremendous insight into 
early African American lives and culture, and the 
resulting African Burial Ground National Monu-
ment has helped re- center the role of slavery in 
the city’s early history. In its memorials and rein-
terred remains, it has also opened a key portal for 
reflection and communion.5

Despite the influence of this project, the ma-
jority of slave- era cemeteries failed to receive 
such treatment. Generally, the best that could be 
hoped for was exemplified at Richmond’s own 
“Burial Ground for Negroes,” the predecessor to 
that beneath Talley’s Auto Center. The demise of 
this earlier burial ground along Shockoe Creek 
in the early nineteenth century led to its repur-
posing as land for a school for whites and then a 
jail. A highway project in the 1950s buried it and 
the edge of the historic slave- trading district deep 
under lanes of traffic below Interstate 95. At the 
turn of the new millennium, activists identified 
the burial ground’s presence on a historic map 
and prompted the city and state to designate a 
parcel of the historic site as the newly recognized 
“African Burial Ground,” the earliest of its kind 
in the city (Figures 2 and 3). Its association with 
the enslaved conspirators of Gabriel’s Rebellion 
has brought it special renown, and it now serves 
as host to revived folk rituals. No archaeology has 
been conducted there, but its story is told to visi-
tors in a way that has so far been impossible for 
those standing at the shell of Talley’s Auto Center 
just one mile away.6

Richmond’s second African Burial Ground 
cannot claim this pride of place as the city’s 
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“earliest,” nor do we know of any famous inter-
ments there. Yet it was exponentially larger, in-
volving interment numbers equivalent during its 
use with the famed Hollywood Cemetery across 
town or with the whites- only Shockoe Hill Ceme-
tery nearby. And though it initially stood on the 
fringes of settlement, its place alongside the 

prominent burying grounds of Shockoe Hill and 
Hebrew Cemeteries meant that elite residents 
had intimate exposure to its routines. Accord-
ingly, this burial ground shaped the city’s pas-
sage through key decades of slavery and eman-
cipation. Unlike the portrait presented in much 
scholarship on funerals for the enslaved, its his-
tory demonstrates that the practices surrounding 
the death and burial of one- half the city’s popu-
lation were not marginal affairs. Though familiar, 
and though white paupers may have occasionally 
been buried within its precincts, its usage never-
theless served to anchor concepts of race, blurring 
distinctions between free and enslaved. Yet those 
residents were able to rework its meanings to open 
a way to “home.” By revisiting the history of such a 
vast, overlooked site, we see the scope of what has 
been effaced at burial grounds here and elsewhere 
throughout the urban South.7

To resurrect the site’s history and to show its 
place in the lives of white and black residents 
requires a reversal of many well- honed method-
ological traditions of vernacular landscape stud-
ies. Scholars of material culture have commonly 
advocated beginning with cues from the physical 
evidence and turning to documentary sources 
secondarily. As a visit to Talley’s Auto Center re-
minds us, there is an essential role for fieldwork. 
But without substantive archaeology, it is the 
archival evidence, with its own limitations, that 
must be used to identify the nature of the historic 
site. The destruction of the burial ground and the 
recent reclamation of its memory by descendants 
present essential elements of this history.8

Ironically, the site’s destruction may offer one 
of its few ways forward. For the fate of this and 
of comparable burial sites still hangs in the bal-
ance. Last year, the city of Richmond prepared 
to auction this onetime public graveyard for the 
owner’s tax delinquency before a newly identified 
descendant with family interments there rallied 
in protest. At the same time, two major infra-
structure projects in central Virginia, a high- 
speed rail project and an expansion of Interstate 
64, threaten to intrude upon its boundaries. 
Surveys conducted for the projects have acknowl-
edged the historic presence of the burial ground 
even as their findings highlight the limitations of 

Figure 2. Richmond’s reclaimed African Burial Ground, with signage and interpretive 
markers on the western edge of the property beneath trees along the shoulder of 
Interstate 95. A field of grass in the foreground takes the place of an earlier parking lot. 
Photograph by Ryan K. Smith, 2019.

Figure 3. Two formal interpretive markers raised by Richmond’s Slave Trail Commission 
at the African Burial Ground standing amid informal signage and visitor offerings and 
libations. Photograph by Ryan K. Smith, 2016.
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historic preservation policies for African Ameri-
can sites. Eligibility for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places requires a site to have 
retained a substantial portion of its historic fab-
ric, and none of the surveys in this case have 
found such material “integrity” here. Thus ad-
vocates have put forth instead a novel proposal 
for listing it on the National Register; rather than 
having to demonstrate that the burial site retains 
its original integrity, an argument can be made 
that the postbellum desecration of the site it-
self deserves to be recognized as a historic act. 
If successful, the site could serve as a precedent 
against the privileges embedded in preservation 
policy which even the New York African Burial 
Ground had to satisfy. And it could offer a firmer 
foundation for the city’s liminal burial ground in 
Shockoe Bottom. So in its history and in its pros-
pects, a forlorn gas station may offer as deep a 
meaning as any recognized monument.9

Named and Unnamed: Origins and 
Use of the Burying Ground
The site’s history began as early as 1799, when 
Richmond’s city council purchased over twenty- 
eight acres of land straddling the county line to 
the north. At the time, Thomas Jefferson’s newly 
constructed state capitol overlooked the water-
front on the James River to the south. Most of the 
city’s population of 5,700 labored in the tobacco 
trade or pursued mercantile activities, while the 
falls of the river drew industrial enterprises. 
Bondspeople made up 40 percent of the popula-
tion, and free blacks made up an additional 10 
percent. Shockoe Valley and its creek split the 
city’s settlements between two adjoining hills. 
Atop the eastern hill, which would come to be 
known as Church Hill, stood the Henrico par-
ish church, around which most whites were bur-
ied. Down in the valley, on the rough western 
banks of Shockoe Creek, sat the “Burial Ground 
for Negroes.” Already the hierarchies of burial 
were clearly demarcated. With the city’s growth, 
the council understood that it would need more 
burial space; its acquisition of twenty- eight acres 
in 1799 was driven in part to seek “a suitable 
piece of ground . . . to be appropriated as a public 
burying ground for white persons.”10

The city’s free black community soon pressed 
authorities for a new site of their own. Leading 
the charge was Christopher McPherson, an edu-
cated ex- bondsman who worked in town as a clerk. 
Motivated in part by prophetic Christian visions, 
he voiced outrage at the conditions of the “mock 
of a grave yard” then designated for blacks. In 
1810, he described it as “unenclosed [sic], very 
much confined as to space, under a steep hill, on 
the margin of Shockoe creek, where every heavy 
rain commits ravages upon some one grave or 
another, and some coffins have already been 
washed away into the current of Shockoe stream.” 
McPherson also objected to its humiliating prox-
imity to the city gallows, “where malefactors are 
interred” following execution. “Commanded” by 
the spirit, McPherson took action and drafted a 
petition to the city council “on behalf of the Free 
People of Colour, and got them to sign it, request-
ing a more eligible Burying Ground.” McPher-
son even confronted one of the councilmen on 
the issue, suggesting that a new burial ground 
for blacks could be opened at the city’s recently 
acquired property to the north. The councilman 
made some conciliatory remarks but explained 
that this new property “was too valuable for the 
purpose.”11

So the free community took steps to chart 
its own future. Successful barbers, carpenters, 
shoemakers, and other artisans formed the Bury-
ing Ground Society of the Free People of Color 
of the City of Richmond in 1815. In doing so, they 
drew upon precedents like Newport’s Free Afri-
can Union Society (founded in 1780), Philadel-
phia’s Free African Society (founded in 1787), 
and Charleston’s Brown Fellowship Society 
(founded in 1790), all of which sought more 
dignified burials as part of their programs. The 
Richmond group purchased land on Academy 
Hill in Henrico County across the valley formed 
by Bacon’s Quarter Branch, a tributary which 
fed into Shockoe Creek about one mile upstream 
from the original burial ground. Academy Hill 
stood within sight of the poorhouse that the city 
built on its own property. The Burying Ground 
Society then opened what would become known 
as the Phoenix Burying Ground for its paying 
members. Similar burial societies soon followed 
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in nearby Petersburg and Alexandria, forming 
in 1818 and 1824, respectively. In other cities, 
black congregations advanced their own efforts 
along these lines for members, as did Philadel-
phia’s Mother Bethel and First African Baptist 
churches and Baltimore’s Sharp Street Church.12

In Richmond, as if in response to the forma-
tion of the free blacks’ Burying Ground Soci-
ety, the city council passed an ordinance in 1815 
opening a new “public burying ground” consisting 
of “one acre for the free people of colour, and one 
for slaves in the City.” A subsequent map drawn 
by the city surveyor gives us a sense of the area 
(Figure 4). The graveyard was located just east of 
the poorhouse, a brick four- story structure sur-
rounded by fields. Residential development had 
not yet reached that far, so most of the gridded 

streets existed as paths or as map notations only. 
Just south of the poorhouse was the intended site 
for the “Burying Ground for white persons” to 
succeed St. John’s churchyard. The city’s Jewish 
residents of Congregation Beth Shalome sensed 
the momentum toward a burial ground complex 
and successfully petitioned the city for one acre 
of ground between the poorhouse and the two 
acres set aside for black residents. The Jewish 
site would eventually become known as Hebrew 
Cemetery. As with the earlier “Burial Ground for 
Negroes,” the city built a powder magazine just 
below the two acres set aside for black burials, 
which were perched on the cusp of the hillside 
running down three sides of the site. Bacon’s 
Quarter Branch flowed into Shockoe Creek at 
the base of the hill’s northeastern descent. There 
is no evidence that the grounds were enclosed, 
though the city did furnish landmarks to outline 
the property. In February 1816, the keeper of the 
poorhouse announced that he was “appointed 
to lay off the graves” in this yard assisted by a 
gravedigger. Its opening marked the end of inter-
ment activity at the earlier burial ground along 
Shockoe Creek.13

Though initially it might have been seen as an 
improvement from the earlier gallows grounds, 
this hillside site pointed to the fact that most 
brought there had had no choice in the mat-
ter. This contrasted with the Phoenix Burying 
Ground across the valley, where families further 
exercised their options by selecting and raising 
permanent grave markers for their kin. On the 
other hand, since black families in Richmond 
could be composed of both free and enslaved 
members, the city’s lot enabled such families to 
stay together in ways that the free society did not. 
The segregated section of the municipal bury-
ing ground in Lynchburg, Virginia, likewise 
mingled the graves of free blacks and slaves at 
the time, reflecting the different legal status of 
family members. In Richmond, any distinction 
made between the free and enslaved lots faded 
after the first few decades.14

The composite nature of the ground was re-
flected in the naming pattern associated with it. 
The nearby “Burying Ground for white persons” 
was titled the “New Burying Ground” upon its 

Figure 4. Detail from Richard Young’s 1817 map of Richmond, showing the two acres 
(untitled, but a white arrow indicating their location has been added for this illustration) 
plotted for burial of the free people of color and slaves in the city, directly north of the 
city magazine and one block east of the “Poor and Workhouse.” The city’s corporate 
line runs across the two acres, and the winding streambed of Bacon’s Quarter Branch 
joins Shockoe Creek to the northeast. The site intended for the “Burying Ground 
for white Persons,” later known as Shockoe Hill Cemetery, appears to the south of 
the poorhouse. Richard Young, “Map of the City of Richmond and Its Jurisdiction 
Including Manchester” (1817), courtesy of the Library of Virginia.
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opening in 1822, but city authorities soon stabi-
lized its appellation as the Shockoe Hill Burying 
Ground (or, later, Shockoe Hill Cemetery). White 
families who could afford to do so purchased lots 
within the gridded and walled grounds; those 
who could not were buried “out side,” presumably 
around the poorhouse grounds.15 In contrast, the 
two hillside acres set aside for African American 
burials received a variety of shifting, informal ti-
tles. In 1835, a mapmaker titled its respective sec-
tions the “Grave Yard for Free people of Col our” 
and “For Slaves,” with the latter section slightly 
expanded to the east (Figure 5). By 1848, an-
other mapmaker identified the entire site as the 
“Burying- ground for Coloured persons,” collaps-
ing distinctions between the two groups while 
emphasizing race. Likewise at that time the 
keeper of the poorhouse named it the “Coloured 
Persons’ Burying Ground” in his reporting. The 
following decade, the Richmond Daily Dispatch 
referred to it as the “negro burying ground” or 
“the colored burying ground.” Robert Smith’s 
map of 1853 titled it the “Afrn Burg Ground,” a 
name which must have resonated more closely 
with the language of those who used it, as with 
the recently established First African Baptist 
Church in the city. In other cities, bodies of the 
enslaved were often relegated to grounds serv-
ing additional purposes, such as Philadelphia’s 
southeast public square, or subsumed at sites 
bearing the traditional anonymous term “potter’s 
field.” Urban black burials elsewhere also tended 
to be divided across more splintered networks of 
sites. In Charleston, the city’s black burials were 
divided among five burial grounds in the lower 
wards and twelve more in the upper wards, in ad-
dition to a potter’s field. In Richmond, the vast 
majority of antebellum black burials took place 
at the Shockoe Hill site, and the insecurity of its 
formal name would contribute to its instability in 
public memory.16

The city’s black population rose quickly dur-
ing the burial ground’s early years and strained 
its two acres. By 1820, Richmond’s black popu-
lation, more than three- quarters of which was 
enslaved, stood above 5,600. Only twenty years 
later, in 1840, the city’s black population would 
nearly double, surpassing 9,400. Additionally, 

the slave trade regularly brought transients 
through the city. Any records kept of the burial 
ground’s earliest interments have been lost, but it 
is reasonable to posit that overall interment num-
bers roughly matched those at the white Shockoe 
Hill Cemetery, a supposition bolstered by spo-
radic newspaper reporting on the site from the 
1830s and 1850s. Such projections point to more 
than seven thousand African American burials by 
1840. During one cholera epidemic in the 1830s, 
officials counted 356 black interments there in 
a single six- week period. In 1848 authorities 
recognized the need to enlarge the grounds, 
contemporary with expansions at Shockoe Hill 
Cemetery as well as the free black burial ground 
on Academy Hill. So the city council directed a 
committee to inquire into “procuring a Burial 
ground for free persons of colour and slaves,” and 
this came to fruition two years later. The council 
enclosed up to nine acres of the grounds around 
the city hospital which had been built across the 
street from Hebrew Cemetery and adjacent to the 
walls of Shockoe Hill Cemetery (Figure 6). Es-
sentially an extension of the original two acres, it 
was “to be used as far as practicable, as a Burying 
ground for coloured persons.” Like so much of 
this area, it was a makeshift ground; the expan-
sion was never marked on any of the city maps as 
a graveyard.17

Figure 5. Detail from 
Micajah Bates, Plan of the 
City of Richmond, (1835), 
showing the expanding 
“Grave Yard for Free 
people of Colour” and 
“For Slaves” across from 
the “Jews Cemetery” and 
north of the magazine 
(“i”). Marshall Street 
would be renamed 
Hospital Street later that 
century, and Fifth Street, 
appearing on this plan 
only as a designation, 
would be cut into the 
yard. Courtesy of Albert 
and Shirley Small Special 
Collections Library, 
University of Virginia.
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All the while, these African American buri-
als suffered predations on the part of the white 
community. Such activities had begun as early 
as the 1830s, when black bodies newly interred 
in the grounds were removed for use as medical 
specimens in anatomy labs. In 1832, the keeper 
of the poorhouse complained to city council that 
over the previous six months, “not less than six-
teen persons have been disinterred in the Bury-
ing ground near the Poor house, appropriated 
for the coloured population and paupers.” Upon 
investigation, the keeper found “that certain low 
and base men of this City are engaged in pro-
curing subjects for the University of Virginia, 
and that they receive a compensation as soon as 
the body is deposited in care of the Agent who 
resides here.” This was the first recorded exam-
ple of medical schools preying upon the bodies 
of Richmond’s recently deceased blacks; unlike 
in northern cities, future patterns would make 
it clear that any bodies of white paupers seized 
among them were anomalies. Richmond’s city 
council referred the keeper’s initial complaint 
to a committee with little hope of ending the 
practice. Six years later those ravages increased 
with the opening of Hampden- Sydney College’s 
Medical Department, the forerunner to the 

Medical College of Virginia and Virginia Com-
monwealth University. The new medical school, 
located within a short walk from Richmond’s 
poorhouse, announced that “the supply of sub-
jects” for its dissecting room was “ample,” since 
“from the peculiarity of our institutions, materi-
als for dissection can be obtained in abundance.” 
City authorities occasionally caught and impris-
oned resurrectionists for disinterring black bod-
ies at the “poor- house burying ground,” though 
one local doctor could coolly inform a colleague 
in 1849 that “in passing down the street today 
I heard the darkies talking of a funeral tomor-
row, if there be anything in it, I will watch and 
endeavor to secure the commodity for you.” On 
one hand, this practice violated the sanctity of the 
grave, which the poorhouse keeper and the po-
lice force recognized. Even the General Assem-
bly acknowledged increasing sensitivities toward 
human remains when it passed a law at that time 
prohibiting the violation of sepulture, or the re-
moval of “any human body” from the grave. On 
the other, the broader toleration of the practice 
offered a defining signal of the dehumanization 
of enslaved residents, of their treatment as “com-
modity” rather than as persons.18

Further, as with the older burial ground, the 
city executed convicts on a series of gallows pe-
riodically raised in the vicinity. This, too, impli-
cated black burials. For example, the enslaved 
servant Jane Williams was hung after being con-
victed of murdering her owner’s family in 1852. 
Her execution took place in view of six thousand 
onlookers at a scaffold “erected a short distance 
south- east of the Poor House, on the side of the 
hill near the powder magazine, appropriated to 
the purpose of a grave yard for blacks,” accord-
ing to a contemporary account. After her body 
was taken down, she was buried “in a grave dug 
near the scaffold, under the hill.” “She has gone 
home,” one black witness reputedly remarked 
upon her hanging.19

A picture of activity at the site— demonstrating 
how the black community found ways to sus-
tain meaning there— was laid before the eyes of 
northern readers in 1853. It came from the pen 
of Frederick Law Olmsted, whom the New York 
Daily Times had commissioned to traverse the 

Figure 6. The city 
hospital in Richmond, 
constructed sometime 
before 1842, around 
which burials from the 
second African Burial 
Ground would extend. 
Photograph by Alexander 
Gardner, 1865, Library 
of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division.
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South and assess the impact of slavery on the re-
gion. One chilly Sunday afternoon in Richmond, 
he happened upon “a negro funeral procession.” 
Curious, he “followed after it to the place of 
burial,” which, based on his descriptions, seems 
to have been the second African Burial Ground. 
The procession was impressive: “There was a 
decent hearse,” Olmsted observed, “of the usual 
style, drawn by two horses; six hackney coaches 
followed it, and six men, mounted on hand-
some saddle- horses, and riding them well, rode 
in the rear of these.” Accompanying the riders 
were about twenty black men and women on foot. 
“Passing out into the country,” the procession 
moved “a little beyond the principal cemetery of 
the city,” or Shockoe Hill Cemetery, which Olm-
sted found to be “a neat, rural ground, well filled 
with monuments and evergreens.” Just beyond 
“the hearse halted at a desolate place, where 
a dozen colored people were already engaged 
heaping the earth over the grave of a child, and 
singing a wild kind of chant.” Olmsted was not 
familiar with African American spirituals and 
hence struggled to describe their rhythm, tone, 
and delivery. He noticed a new grave dug imme-
diately alongside that of the child, lying “near the 
foot of a hill, in a crumbling bank— the ground 
below being already occupied, and the graves ap-
parently advancing in terraces up the hill- side,” 
an arrangement which he thought practical 
given the steep terrain. The arriving mourners 
joined in the singing and heaping of earth over 
the child’s grave, and then turned to prepare the 
adult’s pine coffin for lowering into the ground. 
Once complete, a man stepped to the head of the 
grave, “and after a few sentences of prayer, held a 
handkerchief before him as if it were a book and 
pronounced a short exhortation.” This gesture to-
ward literacy was striking, aligning with the in-
scribed gravestones that members of the burial 
society were raising across the valley. Olm sted 
found the man’s delivery solemn but his words 
“ludicrous,” though they included quotations 
from recognizable hymns, the book of Job, and 
the New Testament. Several women nearby were 
weeping and sobbing “intensely,” and Olmsted 
admitted to being “deeply influenced myself by 
the unaffected fine feeling and the simplicity, 

natural, rude truthfulness and absence of all at-
tempt at formal decorum in the crowd.”20

At the conclusion, the speaker threw symbolic 
earth on the coffin and then took up a shovel with 
others to fill the grave. During their work, “an old 
negro” stepped forward to raise a hymn, which, 
in Olmsted’s ears, unaccustomed as he was to 
call- and- response singing, “became a confused 
chant— the leader singing a few words alone and 
the company then either repeating them after 
him or making a response to them, like sailors 
‘heaving’ at the windlass.” The “plaintive” mel-
ody “was continued until the grave was filled 
and a mound raised over it.” The group’s final 
step was to mark the grave, as “a man had in the 
meantime gone into a ravine nearby and now re-
turned with two small branches hung with with-
ered leaves, that he had broken off a beech tree; 
which were stuck, one at the head, the other at 
the foot of the grave.” After a few more prayers, 
the group dispersed.

Through Olmsted’s detailed but disoriented 
descriptions, we find that despite the challenges 
of the site— steep and “desolate”— the mourners 
had arranged its ground as best they could with 
terraces and orderly graves. They had formalized 
a comforting ritual, beginning with a mounted 
procession and punctuated throughout with 
prayer, oratory, and songs rooted in black Rich-
monders’ traditions. Different groups of African 
Americans (for apparently two different funer-
als) had mingled easily with one another, even 
under the watchful eyes of a white outsider like 
Olmsted. Olmsted later added that another white 
man had been in attendance, leaning against a 
fence as an official “procured to witness the fu-
neral, in compliance with the law which requires 
that a white man shall always be present at any 
meeting” to prevent plans for insurrection. In 
spite of such restrictions, the black exhorter 
had directed the proceedings and invoked ges-
tures toward literacy. Lastly, Olmsted was able 
to document the fragile grave markers illustrat-
ing the enslaved community’s ongoing regard 
for its  dead. Tree branches could point to con-
nections and new life, just as uninscribed field 
stones used by slaves elsewhere could signal 
strength. On Academy Hill, free blacks raised 
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willows carved in stone over their graves; the en-
slaved at the second African Burial Ground em-
ployed the real thing (Figure 7).21

Broader white engagement with the site 
came in the form of attendance at funerals for 
family domestics. In 1857, white resident Eliza-
beth Fisher, wife of a prominent mill operator, 
recorded the deathbed scene of her family’s 
longtime enslaved servant Kitty Cary. As Fisher 
hastened to the ailing woman’s room, “our dear, 
faithful, old Kitty” drew her last breath, which 
“so completely unhinged me,” she explained to 
her sister shortly after, “that I am unfit for any 
thing.” Cary, a member of the First African Bap-
tist Church, had uttered memorable final words, 
saying “Don’t cry children, don’t cry for me, I am 
going home.” Though shaken, Fisher “staid [sic] 
there and had her neatly prepared for the tomb,” 
and then planned to follow “her body to the grave 
tomorrow afternoon,” surely referring to the 

second African Burial Ground only a few blocks 
from their home. “We do not intend any respect 
shall be spared to one who was ever faithful and 
affectionate,” Fisher insisted. But her grief was 
enfolded within relations of mastery that struc-
tured their lives through the grave. Just a few 
years later, a northern white woman commented 
upon Cary’s resulting gravesite at the close of 
the war. Florence Percy memorialized her and 
others who died before emancipation in a poem 
printed in Harper’s Weekly in 1866. Composed 
upon the New Englander’s arrival in Richmond, 
its first stanza highlighted the scene: “No marble 
tells where Kitty Cary sleeps—  / Only a simple 
slab of painted pine, / Time- stained and worn, 
her poor memorial keeps, / One brief and half- 
obliterated line—  / So near the highway that the 
yellow sand / From passing wheels falls thickly 
on her grave.” Wooden headboards had been tra-
ditional for poor whites as well. But Percy under-
stood the uniqueness of such memorials to the 
enslaved and how soon they would all fall away, 
“For nothing guards her humble place of rest, / 
The straying cattle browse above her head.” In 
those same years, another northern observer 
there was struck by the sight of “one grave, which 
had evidently received more care and attention 
than its neighbors,” containing “a white marble 
head stone of small size, on which was cut, in 
regularly formed letters, the name of ‘Old Aunt 
Sally,’ and giving date of birth, &c.” So despite 
different politics, these northern and local whites 
each evinced similar assumptions regarding the 
body as a sacred vessel for individual personal-
ity, an element glimpsed among the enslaved but 
more formally and permanently visible amid the 
marble tombs within the walls of nearby Shockoe 
Hill and Hebrew Cemeteries.22

The maintenance of formal burial registers 
for the latter cemeteries made those assump-
tions plain. Astonishingly, a few quarterly burial 
registers also survive for the second African 
Burial Ground dating from the war years of 1862 
through 1864, the only ones of their kind to do 
so. Newspapers had published annual interment 
figures for the black portion of the Shockoe Hill 
site since 1854; it is not clear whether the war-
time burial registers represented a new type of 

Figure 7. The headstone 
of John W. Faggains 
(d. 1854), featuring a 
willow tree motif, as it 
lies among others in 
the free black burial 
grounds on Richmond’s 
Academy Hill, which 
would come to be known 
as the Barton Heights 
cemeteries. Photograph 
by Ryan K. Smith, 2015.
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accounting or a vagary of survival in the archives. 
The registers show the relationship between the 
white and black portions of the Shockoe Hill sites 
under the same keeper as well as the broader en-
twinement of black and white lives in the city. 
The registers titled the site the “Shockoe Hill 
Burying Ground” / “Black” (or “Colored”), again 
showing the slippage of the site’s official title. 
The registers were structured to give listings of 
names, ages, causes of death, and owners, if any, 
and they were separated into sections for males, 
females, and “still borns” (Figure 8). The month 
of May 1862, for example, listed twenty- seven 
males ranging in age from three months old to 
forty- five years, all enslaved except for William 
Freeman and three “prisoners of war.” Those 
named included David Couch, Jacob, Tom, Ben, 
Braxton, Moses, Henry, Charles, James, Frank, 
Gilbert, Turner, and Toney. Fifteen females were 
interred that same month, ranging in age from 
four months to seventy- two years, all enslaved ex-
cept for Barbara Ann, who died of hemorrhage. 
The names of the others were Victoria, Rebecca, 
Ida, Nancy, Cyntha, Molly, Hannah, Fanny, Julia 
Ann, two Lucys, and two Marys. Molly was the 
oldest among them, having lived to seventy- two 
before she died of “pleuric pneumonia.” Only 
one stillborn child was listed that month, born 
of a mother owned by E. Wortham. The registers 
show that the ground received 819 interments 
from February 1, 1862, through February 1, 1863, 
averaging sixty- eight per month. This nearly 
doubled the annual interment figures from the 
previous decade, which had ranged from 422 to 
548 each year.23

The registers highlight the prevalence of dis-
ease. The enslaved suffered from dropsy, dysen-
tery, consumption, scarlet fever, diphtheria, heart 
disease, whooping cough, measles, smallpox, 
cancer, and more, with typhoid fever and pneu-
monia among the most common. All made old 
age a rarity on the lists. Others died more violent 
deaths, suffering from burns, accidents, drown-
ing, or childbed. Twenty- five- year- old Archie 
was crushed by railroad cars. Another enslaved 
man, Aaron, was killed in a machinery accident. 
Twenty- one- year- old Margaret was executed for 
causing the death of her owner Samuel Tardy’s 

infant daughter. A year later, twenty- two- year- 
old Henry was executed for waylaying a Hanover 
County man. Two enslaved men, William and 
Ben, were hung in the valley beyond the poor-
house, having been convicted of stealing shoes 
and apparel. All were buried in the grounds.24

On the other side of the columns listing the 
dead, a wide range of owners figured on the reg-
ister, representing the city’s slave- owning class 
and including women as well as men. The record 
for May 1862 identifies thirty- six different own-
ers’ names amid nearly that many slave deaths. 
The prominent slave trader Silas Omohundro 
appears on the list, as does Robert Lumpkin, 
who operated a notorious slave jail in Shockoe 
Valley. General John Winder, or at least his com-
mand, lost twenty- two- year- old Henry, and one-
time governor Henry Wise delivered the body of 
“a woman.” Joseph Anderson of Tredegar Iron 
Works is recorded as losing two enslaved men. 
Famed Baptist minister Robert Ryland buried 
his slaves William, Aggy, and Walker, ten years 
after ministering to Jane Williams on the gal-
lows. And the Medical College of Virginia sent at 
least nine men for burial, though it is not clear if 
the college was the owner or the source of these 
particular bodies. Slave- owning women included 
Mrs. Pegram, Polly Price, Mary Hill, Mary Mount-
joy, and Ann Overby. In a show of the site’s basic 
utility, Confederate authorities also buried at 
least five hundred white Union soldiers in the 
grounds who had died as prisoners during these 
years, reinforcing their outsider status.25

The arrival of emancipation was heralded by 
destruction at the grounds. In 1865, Confeder-
ate authorities exploded the powder magazine 
adjoining the burial ground in their retreat from 
the city. The blast caused extensive damage to the 
surrounding graves. The force was so great that 
it killed area residents, blew out windows, and 
knocked down one portion of the wall around 
Shockoe Hill Cemetery. At the burial place “for 
the negro and the slave,” recalled one Richmond 
resident, “some of those graves were torn open.” 
It was a fitting opening to the conflicts Recon-
struction would bring. The restored city council 
soon moved to replace the magazine, authoriz-
ing two new projects near the same site. In 1867, 
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Figure 8. The initial page 
of the section marked 
“Blacks” of the “Report 
of Interments for Quarter 
ending 31 July 1862” for 
Shockoe Hill Burying 
Ground, from the 
Richmond City Council 
Papers, Box 1862– 1863, 
courtesy of the Library 
of Virginia. The page is 
headed “List of Coloured 
Interments near Shockoe 
Hill Burying Ground for 
One Quarter ending 
July 31st 1862.”
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workers digging their foundations at the eastern 
edge of the hill unearthed upwards of one hun-
dred skeletons.26

Still the city’s ground continued in use, rele-
gated largely to the impoverished. Freed people, 
taking advantage of new opportunities, entered 
into and expanded the grounds across the valley 
established earlier by free blacks.27 City directo-
ries titled the old municipal ground the “Afri-
can” cemetery from 1869 through 1871 and then 
dropped all such references until 1877, when 
the directories pointed only to the free people’s 
burying grounds across the valley. Even so, an-
nual interment counts averaged 265 burials per 
year, rivaling or exceeding the number of white 
interments at nearby Shockoe Hill Cemetery. At 
the same time, maps began labeling the site the 
“Potters Field,” indicating its use by the African 
American poor. White paupers seem to have 
been accommodated in a new “public portion” 
within the walls of the expanded Shockoe Hill 

Cemetery. The new name of Potters Field hinted 
at the site’s vulnerability to further trauma. Maps 
showed an enlarged range, stretching to the 
north of Hebrew Cemetery all the way down to 
Bacon’s Quarter Branch and along the stream-
bed (Figure 9). At the same time, workers re-
routed the newly designated Hospital Street on 
the southern border of the original graveyard, 
cutting off its southeastern corner.28 Grave rob-
bing for anatomical specimens continued, with 
one Medical College of Virginia alumnus recall-
ing that body snatchers regularly targeted its 
graves of forlorn people. “For many years the 
city had used a barren hillside just outside the 
northern wall of the Hebrew Cemetery as a pot-
ter’s field,” the alumnus observed, explaining 
that ghost stories and “the protection from ob-
servation afforded by the high brick wall of the 
Hebrew Cemetery made it a simple matter to 
rob graves” there. The Richmond Daily Dispatch 
likewise found that “when  the colored paupers 

Figure 9. The Potters 
Field as represented in 
F. W. Beers, Illustrated 
Atlas of the City of 
Richmond (Richmond: 
Beers, 1876). Courtesy of 
the Library of Congress, 
Geography & Map 
Division.
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and others were buried on the hillside north and 
east of the Hebrew Cemetery they generally fell 
into the hands of the resurrectionists,” though 
no prosecutions resulted.29

By 1877, the superintendent of nearby Shockoe 
Hill Cemetery had seen enough. That year, he 
reported to the city council that “that portion of 
the cemetery allotted to the colored poor is by its 
locality and arrangements (being an unenclosed 
field) illy fitted for a burial- place, and its now 
overcrowded condition renders it impossible to 
make any interment therein without disturbing 
some previous burial, thus making it both repul-
sive and inhuman.” He recommended opening 
a new graveyard in some other spot. The coun-
cil chose a more expedient solution and decided 
simply to shift all such burials to the paupers’ 
sections of the city- owned Oakwood Cemetery 
on the eastern end of town. So in 1879 the city 
council finally ended interments at what it called 
“the Burying ground for colored people on the 
hill adjoining Hebrew Cemetery,” closing a chap-
ter on approximately twenty- one thousand total 
graves, while burials and grave robbing shifted 
to Oakwood Cemetery.30

Obliteration
Geographer Kenneth Foote describes the process 
of obliteration as the opposite of the process of 
sanctification, whereby a site is consecrated to 
certain ideals intended to invite public venera-
tion. Sanctification is a formal procedure, yoking 
landscape and memory for civic purposes, while 
obliteration is “usually an improvised process 
unique to a specific context.” Competing versions 
of cemetery sanctification occurred in Richmond 
after the war. At Hollywood Cemetery, memorial 
tributes to the thousands of Confederate dead 
culminated in the erection of a ninety- foot stone 
pyramid in its Soldiers’ Section. At Richmond 
National Cemetery, the federal government col-
lected over six thousand of its fallen troops (in-
cluding those from the poorhouse grounds) and 
arranged them in lines of graves around a cen-
tral flagpole. Formal speeches, processions, and 
holidays animated both versions. In contrast, 
the obliteration of the second African Burial 
Ground and so many others like it could follow 

no conventions. Foote holds that this “absence of 
a sanctioned ritual” means that a targeted site’s 
associations “can never be completely effaced 
from place.” Instead, the landscape itself, com-
bined with memory and oral history, grows latent 
with unresolved conflict. This would prove espe-
cially true of the remains at the second African 
Burial Ground, for even the white editors of the 
Richmond State in 1882 could concede in theory 
that “the grave, all agree, is a very sacred place, 
and the grave of one person just as sacred as that 
of another, of the pauper as of the king.” Agents 
of the site’s destruction would include the same 
New South coalition of government officials, city 
engineers, and private developers engaged in 
the creation of the city’s Monument Avenue as a 
means to blend commercialism with Lost Cause 
triumphalism for political ends.31

The process of obliteration began at the second 
African Burial Ground as soon as its utility for 
the white community ceased. It had already been 
weakened by grave robbing, the powder maga-
zines, and its increasing association with the indi-
gent. Accordingly, in 1883, city engineer Wilfred 
Cutshaw directed the extension of Fifth Street 
north through the graveyard, exposing a great 
number of bones in the process. City aldermen, 
including Josiah Crump, the black representative 
from the African American neighborhood of Jack-
son Ward, voiced concern with this blatant dese-
cration. Alderman Joseph Dickerson went so far 
as to insist that “if there ever was an outrageous 
thing, this is one.” The board adopted a resolution 
that provisions be made “for the decent and proper 
interment of the human bones disinterred by the 
extension of 5th Street and such as may be here-
after exposed to sight.” But the workers neverthe-
less used “some of the dead bodies and bones” to 
“fill in the grade of the street.” As the site lacked 
a formal enclosure, Cutshaw’s engineering fol-
lowed the process by which Hospital Street had 
earlier been redirected through the ground. In 
contrast, Hebrew Ceme tery, on the other side of 
Fifth Street, was largely spared.32

Less than a decade later, in 1890, developers 
with the Highland Park and Northside Land com-
panies constructed a viaduct, or bridge, across the 
valley at Fifth Street. This further exposed and 
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destroyed the surrounding black  burials. One 
white resident recalled that young boys found en-
tertainment by climbing up the bank and peering 
into the graves during construction. In the pro-
cess, the original graveyard hilltop was removed 
and leveled for fill, as a sequence of photographs 
from 1887 to 1891 make plain (Figures 10 and 11). 
Indeed, the newspaper touted the fact that “the 
dirt being used in filling the great ravine [to the 
east, at Seventh Street] is taken from the side of 
the hill nearby and from the street that is being 
graded near the city almshouse.” The city coun-
cil offered the now- familiar gesture of requesting 
that the exposed bones be collected and suitably 
reburied. Black residents’ anguish found vent on 
the pages of the Richmond Planet, where editor 
John Mitchell Jr. shamed the “people who prof-
ited by the desecration of the burial ground on 
Poor- house Hill, North 5th Street when graves 
were dug into, bones scattered, coffins exposed, 
and the hearts of the surviving families made to 
bleed by the desecration of the remains of their 
loved ones.” It was the first African Burial Ground 
all over again.33

Such road and bridgework would prove the 
bane of black burial grounds across the South. A 
parallel story for the destruction of Petersburg’s 
earliest black burial grounds, including the dese-
cration of bones, took place around this time, 
when the city purchased the site of a black burial 

ground in the Pocahontas area and repeatedly ex-
posed bones in its excavations for street fill into 
the 1870s. In Baltimore during the 1880s, city 
authorities widened an avenue through Belair 
Burial Ground, which had been in use by blacks 
since 1839, though its trustees were able to rein-
ter nearly five hundred bodies to a new site across 
town. By the early twentieth century, only two 
African American cemeteries survived in that 
city, both on sites postdating the war. Compara-
ble obliteration involving highways could also be 
found at the Freedmen’s Cemetery in Alexandria; 
the Lower Cemetery in Columbia, South Carolina; 
and the Freedmen’s Cemetery in Dallas.34

In Richmond, an additional signal of white 
authorities’ intention to undermine the ground 
sacred to the formerly enslaved and visible to 
whites appeared when the city government moved 
to essentially give away large, recently used por-
tions. In 1882, the council responded favorably to 
a petition from Hebrew Cemetery’s managers for 
the sale of “the piece of ground on the North side 
of their Cemetery, which was formerly used as 
a Potters Field” for $200. Such language made 
their intentions plain. The remainder of the land 
to the north all the way down to Bacon’s Quarter 
Branch was granted to Hebrew Cemetery in 1886 
with a deed that made no mentions of the land’s 
previous use, despite the fact that maps contin-
ued to identify it as the potter’s field.35 Also in 

Figures 10 and 11. Two views of the site of the second African Burial Ground as seen from the northeast, showing the site’s original two acres on the 
hillside to the left of the frame across from Hebrew Cemetery and the poorhouse. The first photograph taken circa 1887 shows a large mound on 
the hilltop and some excavations between it and Hebrew Cemetery. The second photograph taken circa 1891 shows the resulting devastation of that 
hillside following infill work and construction of the new viaduct extending Fifth Street across the valley formed by Bacon’s Quarter Branch. Both show 
overgrowth on the graves descending from Hebrew Cemetery down to the valley floor where the Richmond Locomotive and Machine Works operated. 
Details of photographs courtesy of the Cook Collection, The Valentine, Richmond, Virginia.
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the 1880s, the city moved to sell the old burial 
ground expansion across Hospital Street. By the 
time this plan took shape in 1909, three African 
American residents of Fifth Street appeared be-
fore a city committee to protest the sale. Repre-
sentatives from the Hebrew Cemetery Company 
countered that the site was “adjacent to their pres-
ent grounds and that it was suitably located for 
the purposes of a cemetery and was badly needed 
by them for this purpose.” The African Ameri-
can protests were overridden, and graves were 
again lost to the Hebrew Cemetery Company for 
expansion of its own grounds.36

Industry also moved into the area as the Rich-
mond Locomotive and Machine Works opened on 
the floor of the valley and the Seaboard Air Line 
Railroad Company ran tracks just south of Bacon’s 
Quarter Branch. Related losses were soon echoed 
across the valley, where James Barton developed 
a streetcar neighborhood for whites known as 
Barton Heights, which moved to close and then 
seize the original free black burying grounds 
on Academy Hill. Those graves were threatened 
with disinterment as well, though black citizens 
organized a “Richmond Memorial Association” 
which managed to keep them in place.37

The process near the poorhouse continued 
into the 1930s when the city replaced the Fifth 
Street viaduct with a reinforced concrete bridge, 
requiring new footings through the disturbed 
ground. Shortly thereafter, Richmond’s city coun-
cil renamed the Fifth Street bridge the Stonewall 
Jackson Memorial Bridge. These steps aligned 
with city leaders’ parallel efforts to crown the 
city’s hills and avenues with tributes to addi-
tional Confederate heroes. Reflecting on it all, 
archaeologist Steve Thompson has observed that 
the re- creation of Richmond after the Civil War 
“included a range of acts both commemorative and 
destructive that left their enduring marks on the 
City’s landscape and these marks continue to in-
fluence and shape the way Richmond’s residents 
and visitors alike understand its history.” Acts of 
destruction blocked the power of certain memo-
ries to be conveyed via symbolic space while they 
continued to dehumanize the dead by denying 
them their graves. All of this connected to the 
diminished life expectancy, disproportional ar-

rest and incarceration rates, restricted housing, 
unequal educational opportunities, bleak em-
ployment prospects, and threats of racial violence 
faced by African Americans during Jim Crow.38

The site’s signal destruction came in the 
1950s, the same decade that the Richmond- 
Petersburg Turnpike, soon to be Interstate 95, 
tore through a swath of blocks in the heart of 
Jackson Ward. In 1958, the municipal director of 
parks and recreation who had oversight of the 
city’s cemeteries requested the city assessor’s of-
fice to draw up a sketch of the “Paupers Bury-
ing Ground” at Hospital and Fifth Streets. The 
resulting sketch showed only a small triangle of 
property on the northeast corner, apparently dis-
counting any potential graves beyond the lot. The 
parks director acknowledged that when authori-
ties had earlier attempted to clear the area on the 
southeast corner of this intersection, they had 
been “instructed not to disturb it because bod-
ies had been interred there.” But he found that 
“this has not been substantiated by the records,” 
and he allowed a dog pound to be built south of 
Hospital Street. The following year, city coun-
cil took steps against the north side of Hospital 
Street. “Records,” the city officials maintained in 
a startling conclusion, “fail to disclose whether 
it was ever used for the purposes for which it was 
designated.” So the city rezoned the worn hillside 
and sold it to the Sun Oil Company, allowing for 
the construction of the diminutive automobile 
service station (Figure 12). Generations of cars 
scraped its surface, as the memory- laden hill-
side was, as Kenneth Foote has observed of other 
obliterated sites, “not just cleansed but scoured.”39

Recovery and Integrity
This site reemerged in an unusual way in 1994, 
one year prior to Shockoe Hill Cemetery’s listing 
on the National Register of Historic Places with-
out mention of black burials. That year, construc-
tion on the campus of Virginia Commonwealth 
University’s medical college exposed a well dating 
to the nineteenth century. Untenured archaeolo-
gists on the faculty were called in and instructed 
by the university’s president to clear the remains 
in two days. Racing to do so, they found a tangled 
knot of mostly African American bones, soft tis-
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sue, hair, and clothing dating before 1860. At least 
fifty- three individuals composed this assemblage, 
and their bones showed clear signs of anatomical 
study and saw marks prior to their disposal. Given 
the date of the deposits, the remains pointed back 
to the second African Burial Ground. Despite 
every thing, they had survived.40

The university’s administration did not see the 
remains as significant at the time. Those recov-
ered were sent to the Smithsonian Institution and 
largely forgotten. But that decade saw renewed 
interest in Richmond’s African American past, 
as at New York’s African Burial Ground project. 
At the free black cemeteries, newcomer Denise 
Lester helped galvanize the city to clear and care 
for the historic Barton Heights ceme teries, and 
she orchestrated successful public events on the 
grounds with the community. Her efforts took 
place just as another local historian, Elizabeth 
Kambourian, circulated archival findings regard-
ing the “Burial Ground for Negroes” at Shockoe 
Bottom that would lead to a grassroots effort 
to mark the site. And Richmond’s city council 
launched its own Slave Trail Commission to high-
light such stories across the urban landscape.41

By 2013, under local pressure, Virginia Com-
monwealth University’s administration was ready 
to revisit its initial handling of the remains from 

the well. So the university formed a planning 
committee for the respectful disposition of the 
remains and then convened a Family Representa-
tive Council in 2015 to represent the descendants 
as surrogates, adopting a practice pioneered at 
New York’s African Burial Ground project. The 
council called for additional research, a series 
of memorials, and the dignified interment of 
the remains in the first African Burial Ground 
just below the medical campus to mark the lives 
of the deceased. Proximity would play a role in 
this recommendation, but so did the better pub-
licity and space of the earlier site, having been 
sanctified at a ceremony in 2011 and groomed 
for visitation (see Figure 2). The council’s report 
mentioned the second African Burial Ground, or 
“potter’s field,” only briefly, but the process dem-
onstrated the passions that could bring the site 
back into public memory.42

During these same years, the Virginia De-
partment of Transportation began investigating 
the “purported Slave and Free Black Burying 
Ground” along Fifth Street. Interstate 64 had 
been built along the outer edges of the site fifty 
years earlier, and now planners were preparing 
studies for widening the highway. The resulting 
report by archaeologist Emily Calhoun in 2013 
examined the project’s right- of- way and “found 

Figure 12. Looking south 
across the Stonewall 
Jackson Memorial Bridge 
(signage on pole) in 
the 1960s toward the 
new Sunoco station on 
the original site of the 
second African Burial 
Ground. Courtesy of the 
Virginia Department of 
Transportation.
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no evidence of interments” there. Her study 
involved archaeological trench surveys below 
the interstate, which yielded no remains or fea-
tures and suggested that layers of soil had been 
moved. Calhoun also pointed to the possibility 
that graves had been removed from the area dur-
ing the 1890 viaduct construction.43

Federal agencies investigated the site as well, 
as they began preparing high- speed rail plans 
connecting Washington, D.C., to points south. 
Within that effort, the DC2RVA project was 
launched, funded by the Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration, the Virginia Department of Rail and 
Public Transportation, and CSX Transportation. 
The rail project entailed a review of sensitive 
sites along the project area, and in Richmond 
the team encountered the then- unacknowledged 
burial ground. In its phase IB study, archaeolo-
gists with the consulting firm Dovetail Cultural 
Resource Group sought to discern the limits of 
disturbance that the project might entail in rela-
tionship to the site. Defining the site by its most 
restrictive 1835 boundaries, Dovetail’s survey-
ors found that the portion of the burial ground 
within the proposed project area “lacks subsur-
face integrity and therefore does not contribute 
[to] the site’s overall [National Register of His-
toric Places] eligibility” (Figure 13). “Integrity” is 
among the benchmark criteria for National Reg-
ister nominations and for Section 106 of the Na-
tional Historic Preservation Act, which governs 
federal undertakings. The criteria require that 
properties “possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and as-
sociation.” Cemeteries with such integrity must 
demonstrate significance, as being “associated 
with historic events including specific important 
events or general events that illustrate broad pat-
terns.” Dovetail’s surveyors acknowledged that 
the crest of the hill directly under Talley’s Auto 
Center might contain intact remains, justifying 
a view of it as “potentially eligible” (Figure 14). 
So the project team formally recorded the burial 
ground with the Virginia Department of His-
toric Resources for the first time in 2018, as the 
“Grave Yard for Free People of Color and Slaves” 
(state archaeological site 44HE1203), using the 
boundaries from the 1835 map (see Figure 5). The 

Figure 13. Projected limits of disturbance for the DC2RVA high- speed rail project at 
the site of the second African Burial Ground. Hatched white lines show “temporary 
limits of disturbance” just outside solid white lines showing the permanent limits of 
disturbance, including the extension up Hospital Street below Talley’s Auto Center. The 
rail lines roughly follow the old creek bed. Hebrew Cemetery can be seen to the west of 
Fifth Street. Detail from Sheet 192 of the Preferred Alternative Mapbook accompanying 
the “DC to Richmond Southeast High Speed Rail Tier II Final Environmental Impact 
Statement,” May 2019. Courtesy of U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
Railroad Administration, and Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation.

Figure 14. The “Assumed Intact Portion of the Site” of the burial ground, in the words 
of the phase IB archaeological survey, at the crest of the slope seen just beyond the 
footings of Interstate 64. Photograph by Ryan K. Smith, 2016.
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Department of Historic Resources concurred 
with the project team’s findings and approach, 
approving a determination that the provisional 
railway plans would have “no adverse effect” on 
the historical fabric of the burial ground. Fol-
lowing this logic, bodies would need to be dis-
covered in order to deem the ground historic.44

At this point the burial ground began to enter 
public discourse. Veronica Davis had offered the 
first published sketch of the site’s history and 
significance in her 2003 study, Here I Lay My 
Burdens Down: A History of the Black Cemeteries 
of Richmond, Virginia. My own public- facing web 
project, www.richmondcemeteries.org, featured 
the site ten years later. A local working group 
soon emerged to see what kind of commemora-
tion might be possible. Initially, the group’s for-
mation was prompted by Dennis Bussey, a white 
newcomer to the city and a Navy veteran whose 
James River Hikers organization had raised two 
other historical signs in the city through crowd-
sourcing. Bussey thought the second African 
Burial Ground should be recognized as such. 
Ellen Chapman’s RVA Archaeology group also 
took an active interest.45

These groups’ deliberations were missing 
an essential component: participation by de-
scendants who identified a connection with the 
ground. One entered the conversations in 2017, 
when members heard from Lenora McQueen, 
an African American genealogist in Texas with 
family roots in central Virginia. McQueen had 
identified her fourth great- grandmother as the 
very Kitty Cary memorialized by Elizabeth Fisher 
and Florence Percy. During one research trip, 
McQueen traveled to Richmond to learn what she 
could of the enslaved woman’s fate. After reading 
Fisher’s narrative and identifying Cary’s likely 
burial spot, McQueen ventured to the intersec-
tion of Fifth and Hospital Streets to see what had 
become of her ancestor’s resting place. “When 
I arrived there I did not recognize the property 
as a cemetery,” she said. “I thought that my GPS 
was wrong. Surely it had taken me to the wrong 
location. I hoped that was not the place.” Only 
later could she reconcile herself to the fact that 
she had found the correct location. Contemplat-
ing the disturbing visit, she explained,

It makes me very sad, it also makes me angry, and 
I feel somewhat horrified. For all I know my ances-
tor ended up on the dissection table and from there 
possibly in the well at MCV. I hope that is not the 
case. But it is possible. The feeling of excitement 
that I should be feeling for figuring out where my 
ancestor is buried is overshadowed by all of the 
other feelings. I realize that this is an incredible 
find— but at the same time it seems so terrible.

These were raw feelings. McQueen concluded 
that “all of those people buried or who were 
buried at the African Burial Ground at Hospital 
Street and Fifth deserve to be honored, respected 
and remembered just like anyone else.” Her 
wound was worsened by having seen the pris-
tine plot of her ancestor’s owners at Hollywood 
Ceme tery just before the encounter.46

McQueen’s findings galvanized her into ac-
tion and energized the working group, with her 
voice and research giving a renewed urgency to 
the site. She identified two additional enslaved 
ancestors likely buried in the grounds, and she 
expanded the number of stakeholders through-
out the region. In 2018, working from afar, 
McQueen discovered that the property at the 
northeast corner of Fifth and Hospital Streets 
had been seized by the city for tax delinquency 
and was slated for public auction. The city gov-
ernment did not know what it had. So McQueen 
alerted Virginia government officials to the situa-
tion and the city suspended the tax sale. At the 
New York African Burial Ground, director of re-
search Michael Blakey had demonstrated the ne-
cessity for descendant involvement in such proj-
ects. Blakey’s colleague Cheryl Janifer LaRoche 
found that “the nature of African- American 
archaeology is such that archaeologists are con-
tinually challenged by the unexpected and ham-
pered by the unknown. These are the qualities 
of the field that alternately inflame and inspire 
the public.” Echoing McQueen’s experience at 
Richmond’s site, LaRoche concludes that pub-
lic activism on the part of individuals, descen-
dant communities, and other stakeholders has 
been primarily responsible for reclamation and 
monu mental recognition at numerous related 
sites. LaRoche’s examples include Alexandria’s 
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Freedmen’s Cemetery, where activists recently 
partnered with the city to acquire the land, clear 
a gas station, and raise a memorial.47

Even so, the high- speed rail project continues 
to move forward. McQueen and her allies have 
challenged the state’s ruling that the provisional 
plans would have “no adverse effect” on the his-
toric fabric of the burial ground, pointing to a 
series of historic maps which show the steady ex-
pansion of the grounds, even down to the creek 
bed at the base of the hill, as well as to the south 
across Hospital Street. Representatives from 
other groups, including the Virginia Defenders 
for Freedom, Justice & Equality; the Historic 
Richmond Foundation; and faculty at Virginia 
Commonwealth University lent support to such a 
view. In response, the rail project team convened 
a site visit in 2019 and offered a series of three 
“commitments”: to undertake a historic land-
scape analysis, to conduct archaeological testing 
in the revised limits of disturbance, and to staff 
an onsite archaeologist during construction to 
monitor potential discoveries (Figure 15). The 
project awaits final plans and funding while the 
burial ground’s allies look for the outcome of 
those commitments.48

At the heart of the deliberations is the rail 
project team’s primary concern to identify the 
potential for intact remains. But the treatment 
of this and other historic African American sites 

has ensured that those expectations impose an 
unequal burden in comparison with sites asso-
ciated with whites that make up the longstand-
ing focus of the historic preservation movement. 
Virginia’s preservation office identifies a mere 
306 landmark sites related in some way to Af-
rican American history statewide among more 
than 3,240 total. Nationally, amid more than 
85,000 sites on the National Register, as few as 
2 percent focus on African American history. 
As McQueen explains, “My ancestor’s scattered 
remains are not less important to me than their 
intact remains. I can’t imagine that others would 
feel differently concerning their ancestors.”49 In re-
sponse, archaeologists Ellen Chapman and Steve 
Thompson have put forward an alternative read-
ing of the site’s significance related to its poten-
tial listing on the National Register. Rather than 
asserting a period of significance involving the 
use life of the cemetery (1816– 1879) and in terms 
of intact human burials (a liability in light of the 
site’s obliteration), Thompson and Chapman 
venture an alternative: “to extend the period of 
significance through the 1880s and ’90s when 
the site was effectively destroyed and to make the 
destruction/erasure of this piece of Richmond’s 
antebellum landscape the lynch pin to the dis-
cussion/evaluation of historical significance of 
the place.” It would be “a novel approach that is 
largely without precedent.” There are reasons 
why the National Park Service, which maintains 
the register, and the state preservation offices, 
which coordinate it, might resist such a prece-
dent. But destruction as well as origins speak to 
a site’s significance.50

This kind of creative response to the limits 
of African American historic fabric can be seen 
at the Legacy Museum and National Memorial 
for Peace and Justice in Montgomery, Alabama, 
which has been collecting and displaying jars 
of soil from lynching grounds throughout the 
South. “We can grow something with this,” ob-
serves the museum’s founder, Bryan Stevenson. 
“We can create something with this that has 
new meaning.” Another line has been pursued 
by members of the Periwinkle Initiative, which 
has sought to build a national burial database of 
enslaved Americans for sites it defines then and 

Figure 15. Attendees, 
including Ana Edwards 
(center) of the Virginia 
Defenders for Freedom, 
Justice & Equality, 
reviewing the proposed 
area of potential impact 
for the railway project 
at the corner of Fifth 
and Hospital Streets in 
Richmond in February 
2019. Photograph by 
Ryan K. Smith.
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now as sacred grounds. Concerning such sites’ 
eligibility for the National Register and federal 
recognition, preservationist Ned Kaufman has 
advocated a related shift in emphasis “from ‘ob-
jectness’ to ‘placefulness’ ” as a remedy.51

In the meantime, it will be a challenge for 
activists to commemorate Richmond’s privately 
held site despite its deep history and scale and the 
rising public interest attending it. The oblitera-
tion of the site has left its boundaries confused 
and its “integrity” compromised, with nothing 
historic apparent on the visible landscape. Afri-
can American preservation energies have gone to-
ward other threatened sites nearby, including the 
first African Burial Ground, the Barton Heights 
cemeteries, East End Cemetery, and the resting 
places of Maggie Walker and John Mitchell Jr. 
in Evergreen Cemetery and of Arthur Ashe in 
Woodland Cemetery. The second African Burial 
Ground site cannot draw on a well- known historic 
figure to galvanize popular interest. Still, as Ken-
neth Foote has observed, such sites “play an active 
role in their own interpretation” and can help re-
shape that process. The human remains from the 
nineteenth-century well call for an interpretation 
of their meaning, as does the empty shell of the 
auto center alongside the beautified Shockoe Hill 
and Hebrew Ceme teries. A successful National 
Register nomination using the burial ground’s 
destruction as an ele ment of its historic signifi-
cance would open a new avenue for recognition 
of properties in similar straits across the coun-
try. Whatever its official status, however, and 
whatever the condition of its remaining graves, it 
holds a profound place in the lives of descendants 
like Lenora McQueen, some scattered by the slave 
trade and later migrations, and some reckoning 
their lives in its neighborhood. Those descen-
dants, with the aid of archives, archaeology, and 
artists, can tell a different story about Talley’s 
Auto Center. Twenty- one thousand in bondage 
cannot be disappeared for long.52
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